CHAPTER 35

The End of the Cold War and the Shape of a New Era: World History 1990-2006

CHAPTER SUMMARY

The collapse of the Soviet Union and its subject regimes ended the cold war. Global history took a sharp turn. Colonialism’s end opened new possibilities for either human improvement or international and social conflicts, and for the emergence of a truly globalized economy.

The End of the Cold War. By the 1980s, reforms began a process ending in the disintegration of the Soviet empire and the end of communism in eastern Europe. Conservative and untalented Soviet leaders were unable to solve growing problems. To counter the threat of Islamic fervor unleashed by the Iranian Revolution, the Soviets in 1979 invaded Afghanistan and became caught in an unpopular and expensive war. Western Europe’s successful economy put Communism on the defensive in eastern Europe. China demonstrated how a Communist authoritarian nation could flourish by joining the international economy. The United States increased its pressure on the Soviets by large increases in military spending and interventions in favor of anti-Marxist regimes.

The Explosion of the 1980s and 1990s. By the mid-1980s, the intense rivalry with the United States contributed to a deteriorating Soviet economy. Forced industrialization had caused extensive environmental disaster throughout eastern Europe. Related diseases impaired morale and economic performance. Infant mortality rates soared. Industrial production slowed and economic growth stopped, but one-third of national income continued to go to military production. Younger leaders recognized that the system might collapse.

The Age of Reform. In 1985 Mikhail Gorbachev introduced reforms. He urged nuclear reduction and negotiated with the United States a limitation of medium-range missiles in Europe. The war in Afghanistan was ended by Soviet withdrawal. Internally, Gorbachev proclaimed glasnost, or openness, the freedom to comment and criticize. He urged use of market incentives and reduction of bureaucratic controls. But strong limits on political freedom remained and the centralized planning apparatus resisted reform. Gorbachev’s policies partly reflected an ambivalence about the West as he reduced isolation but still criticized Western values. He wanted reform, not abandonment, of basic Communist controls. The keynote to reform was perestroika, or economic restructuring. This meant more private ownership and decentralized control of aspects of the economy. Foreign investment was encouraged and military expenditures were reduced to free resources for consumer goods. In 1988 a new constitution gave considerable power to a parliament and abolished the Communist monopoly of elections. Gorbachev was elected to a new and powerful presidency in 1990 as people argued for or against reform. The economic and political conditions provoked agitation among minority nationalities; some demanded independence.

Dismantling the Soviet Empire. The states of eastern Europe took advantage of the new times to seek independence and internal reform. Soviet troops were withdrawn. Bulgaria arranged free elections in 1989; Hungary and Poland in 1988 installed non-Communist governments and moved toward a free economy. Czechoslovakia did the same in 1989. East Germany in 1989 removed its Communist leaders; the Berlin Wall came down and full German unification
occurred in 1991. The only violence occurred in Romania when an authoritarian ruler was overthrown. The Communists retained power, through elections, in Bulgaria and Romania; in Albania a more flexible Communist regime took control. The new situation in eastern Europe was marred by ethnic clashes. Yugoslavia fell apart and brutal fighting broke out among its former components. The new governments faced serious economic and environmental problems.

Renewed Turmoil in the 1990s. In 1991, Gorbachev survived an attempted coup because of popular support. Central authority weakened. Minority republics sought independence and the Baltic republics gained independence. By the end of 1991, the Soviet Union had been replaced by a loose union of republics. Gorbachev had resigned and was replaced by Boris Yeltsin. Economic and political tensions were rampant. By the late 1990s Yeltsin had lost support and was succeeded by Vladimir Putin. He pledged reforms and commitment to democracy. Debate continued over the future of Russian society.


Democracy and Its Limits. From the late 1970s, multiparty democracy had spread to many new regions. The Cold War’s close reduced the need for great power support of authoritarian regimes. China and the Middle East remained exceptions. Questions about democracy’s future persisted because of uncertain economic futures.

The Great Powers and New Disputes. The United States became the sole superpower, while Russia’s power dramatically declined. Other nations were unhappy with the new single-power dominance, but efforts at alliances did not change the situation. The United States pushed its political and economic model, and worked against potential threats from smaller nations. It intervened in regional conflicts, as in the Persian Gulf War of 1991 and in the Balkans. The terrorist attacks on the United States in 2001 raised new issues. The United States responded by changing the Islamic fundamentalist regime in Afghanistan.

The Former Soviet Empire. The Soviet Union had kept a lid on hosts of potential internal disputes. When it collapsed, the lid came off. Ethnic and religious clashes occurred in several of the new nations, including Chechnya, Armenia, Azerbaijan, and Czechoslovakia. The most post-Soviet clash occurred in Yugoslavia with long-standing tensions dividing different Slavic groups and minority nationalities. A second conflict developed at the end of the 1990s over the province of Kosovo. Albanian pressure for independence was met by Serbian resistance. NATO intervention ended the violence and led to a new, more democratic regime in Serbia.

Endemic Conflicts. The end of the cold war did not cause several of the most troubling regional conflicts. However, the reduction of cold war tension and controls contributed to new regional latitude. The Middle East remained a troubled spot with Iraqi and Iranian and Israeli-Palestinian tensions. Tensions between India and Pakistan also increased with borders disputes over the territory of Kashmir.

Ethnic Conflict and Other Conflicts: A New Surge. A surge in ethnic conflict was prominent in the post-cold war era. Increased global interaction and the collapse of multinational nations generated hostilities. In Europe, ethnic groups gained new opportunities for expression and
movements arose to limit immigration. Czechoslovakia peacefully divided into the Czech Republic and Slovakia, but other states proceeded less peacefully. The Muslim region of Chechnya in Russia declared independence in 1990 and a persisting harsh conflict followed. The foremost example of a multiethnic state’s collapse was Yugoslavia during the 1990s. An international military force intervened to impose peace. Another intervention was required to halt strife in Kosovo. The 1990s also witnessed African disorder in Rwanda, Sudan, Sierra Leone, and Liberia.

**The United States as Sole Superpower.** United States military power had no global rival by the 1990s, but a variety of reactions constrained American power. A new round of terrorism targeted the United States.

**In Depth: Terrorism, Then and Now.** In the last years of the 20th century, terrorism has become a major issue for the international media, the world’s military and political leaders, and civilians across the globe who became both targets and mass victims of increasingly indiscriminate violent assaults. Although today’s terrorist activity is often treated as a unique phenomenon, the decades before World War I saw terrorist attacks as a major concern and were carried out by dissident groups in many areas of the globe. In both time periods, the main sources of terrorist assaults were small, secret, and highly politically motivated organizations with the main objective to discredit or weaken political regimes. But at the turn of the 21st century by contrast, terrorist assaults have come mainly from sectarian extremists claiming affiliation with one of the world’s greatest religious traditions. In both time periods, however, terrorist acts were carried out by young men. Since the advance of technology which makes leaders and governments virtually inaccessible, terrorist organizations have begun to attack unarmed civilians. The outcome of these types of attacks includes public outrage and negative world opinion to the cause the terrorist group was attempting to publicize. Shifts in the nature and targets from the early 20th century to the early 21st century have greatly increased the cost in human lives and property.

**Anti-American Terrorism and Response.** American interests had been targets of terrorist attacks since the 1960s. Hijacking of airplanes and other moves expressed hostility to U.S. policies, particularly those in the Middle East. The attacks on the World Trade Center and Pentagon by Islamic militants on September 11, 2001 created a new level of threat. These attacks altered U.S. policy and focused the administration on a war against terrorism. A first response led to the military attack that successfully toppled an Islamic fundamentalist regime in Afghanistan. In 2003, U.S. attention turned to Iraq. Joined by other allies, the U.S. invaded and quickly conquered the country. The results of this action in terms of Iraq’s future, broader global reactions to the U.S., and the flexibility of American policy itself are not yet clear.

**Global Connections: New Global Standards, New Divisions.** The end of the cold war reduced divisions in the world and dramatically lowered the danger of nuclear war. The larger spread of democracy also suggested new kinds of global links and agreements. But the escalation of regional conflicts, with their violence and dislocation, argued against the optimism of a future of peace and democracy.
MULTIPLE CHOICE. Choose the one alternative that best completes the statement or answers the question.

1. Which of the following did NOT contribute to the collapse of the Soviet Union?
   A) Increased pressure from the United States
   B) The spread of AIDS
   C) Environmental deterioration
   D) Industrial stagnation
   E) All of the answers are correct.

2. The Soviet leader who instituted wide-reaching reforms in the 1980s was
   A) Mikhail Gorbachev.
   B) Boris Yeltsin.
   C) Slobodan Milosevic.
   D) Vladimir Putin.
   E) Leonid Brezhnev.

3. Glasnost and perestroika are Russian terms meaning
   A) openness and central planning.
   B) central planning and economic restructuring.
   C) openness and economic restructuring.
   D) central planning and industrialization.
   E) submission and retaliation.

4. Which of these best characterizes the Russian economy by the late 1990s?
   A) Full market reforms and strong economic performance
   B) Full market reforms accompanied by widespread corruption
   C) Strong economic performance accompanied by widespread corruption
   D) Poor economic performance and widespread corruption
   E) None of the answers are correct.

5. Which region remained largely authoritarian in the 1990s?
   A) Africa
   B) Latin America
   C) Eastern Europe
   D) Newly industrialized nations of the Pacific Rim
   E) Russia
6. In which of the following places was ethnic conflict settled peacefully?

A) Chechnya
B) Czechoslovakia
C) Yugoslavia
D) Rwanda
E) The Middle East

7. Why did Italy, Greece, and Japan need immigrant labor in the 1990s?

A) Rapid industrialization
B) The need to import high-skilled workers
C) The development of new high-tech manufacturing sectors
D) Their own almost nonexistent population growth
E) Huge governmental construction projects

8. In eastern Russia, a “Chinese market” is likely to sell

A) Chinese groceries.
B) Chinese-style clothing.
C) Western-style clothing.
D) Chinese arts and crafts.
E) Russian-style clothing.

9. In exchange for loaning money to developing countries, the IMF has demanded

A) increased tariffs and labor protections.
B) joining the Kyoto accords on global warming.
C) reduced government spending and open competition.
D) increased government spending and open competition.
E) there are no conditions on IMF loans.

10. Major contributors to greenhouse gases are

A) cattle and sheep.
B) chlorofluorocarbons.
C) the rain forests.
D) giant oil spills.
E) widespread erosion.
SHORT ANSWER. Write the word or phrase that best completes the statement or answers the question.

1. If scientific predictions are correct, _______ will increasingly cause major shifts in temperatures and rainfall.

2. Many forecasts see the population of the world stabilizing by the year _________.

3. The organization originally created to block Soviet expansionism is called _________.

4. Tensions between India and Pakistan have centered on the disputed territory of _________.

5. Many experts see ________ as the dominant theme of present and future world history.

TRUE/FALSE. Write “T” if the statement is true and “F” if the statement is false.

1. During the 1980s, the “Reagan Doctrine” consisted of assisting Communism anywhere.

2. Mikhail Gorbachev proclaimed a policy of glasnost, or economic restructuring, that opened the Soviet economy to private enterprise.

3. In 2001, the United Nations excluded the United States from membership on its Human Rights Commission for the first time since its inception.


5. With the end of the cold war, less diplomatic hotspots invited intervention by multinational military forces.